Abstract-We present an approach for jointly matching and segmenting object instances of the same category within a collection of images. In contrast to existing algorithms that tackle the tasks of semantic matching and object co-segmentation in isolation, our method exploits the complementary nature of the two tasks. The key insights of our method are two-fold. First, the estimated dense correspondence field from semantic matching provides supervision for object co-segmentation by enforcing consistency between the predicted masks from a pair of images. Second, the predicted object masks from object co-segmentation in turn allow us to reduce the adverse effects due to background clutters for improving semantic matching. Our model is end-to-end trainable and does not require supervision from manually annotated correspondences and object masks. We validate the efficacy of our approach on four benchmark datasets: TSS, Internet, PF-PASCAL, and PF-WILLOW, and show that our algorithm performs favorably against the state-of-the-art methods on both semantic matching and object co-segmentation tasks.
INTRODUCTION
W E address the problem of jointly aligning and segmenting different object instances of the same category from a collection of images. These two tasks, known as semantic matching and object co-segmentation (see Figure 1) , are fundamental and active research topics in computer vision with applications ranging from object recognition [1] , semantic segmentation [2] , 3D reconstruction [3] , contentbased image retrieval [4] , to interactive image editing [5] . Nevertheless, due to the presence of background clutters, large intra-class appearance variations, and drastic diversities of scales, poses, and viewpoints, both semantic matching and object co-segmentation remain challenging.
Existing approaches and their drawbacks. Numerous methods have been proposed to address the problems of semantic matching or object co-segmentation. Earlier approaches for semantic matching rely on hand-engineered features and a geometric alignment model in an energy minimization framework [1] , [6] , [7] , [8] . Similarly, conventional object cosegmentation algorithms do not involve feature learning [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . The lack of end-to-end trainable features and inference pipelines often leads to limited performance. In light of this, recent methods leverage trainable descriptors and models for semantic matching [7] , [13] , [14] , [15] and object co-segmentation [16] , [17] . While promising results have been reported, training these models [7] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] requires strong supervision in the form of manually labeled ground truth such as keypoint correspondences for semantic matching and object masks for object co-segmentation. However, constructing large-scale and diverse datasets is difficult since the labeling process is often expensive and labor-intensive. The dependence on manual supervision restricts the scalability of such approaches.
To alleviate this issue, several weakly supervised methods for semantic matching [18] , [19] , [20] and object cosegmentation [21] have been proposed. While these weakly supervised methods alleviate the need for collecting manually labeled datasets, two issues remain. First, existing algorithms for semantic matching [18] , [19] , [20] implicitly enforce the background features from both images to be similar, suffering from the negative impact caused by background clutters. Second, existing approaches for object co-segmentation [21] often resort to off-the-shelf object proposals algorithms to circumvent the need of manually annotated object masks. Nevertheless, generating a saliency map as pseudo supervision for each single image independently without considering the contents in other images is often error-prone (considering the case where multiple object instances are present in the given image). Furthermore, existing methods tend to segment only the discriminative regions rather than the entire objects.
Our work. In this paper, we propose to jointly tackle both semantic matching and object co-segmentation with a twostream network in an end-to-end trainable fashion. Our key insights are two-fold. First, to suppress the effect of background clutters, the predicted object masks by object co-segmentation allow the model to focus on matching the segmented foreground regions while excluding background matching. Second, the estimated dense correspondence fields by semantic matching provide supervision for enforcing the model to generate geometrically consistent object masks across images. Therefore, we exploit the interdependency between the two network outputs, i.e., the estimated dense correspondence fields and the predicted foreground object masks, by introducing the cross-network consistency loss. Incorporating this loss improves both tasks since it encourages
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A collection of images Semantic matching Object co-segmentation Fig. 1 : Joint semantic matching and object co-segmentation. Semantic matching and object co-segmentation are two highly correlated tasks. However, existing methods often tackle these two tasks in isolation. In this paper, we exploit the complementary nature of the two tasks and propose a cross-task consistency loss to couple the learning of the two tasks. By leveraging cross-task information, our algorithm produces more accurate and consistent results on both tasks.
two networks to generate more consistent explanations of the given image pair as shown in Figure 2 . The proposed training objective requires only weak image-level supervision (i.e., image pairs containing common objects). To facilitate the network training with such weak supervision, for semantic matching we develop cycle-consistent losses that make the predicted image transformations more geometrically plausible. For object co-segmentation, motivated by the classic idea of enforcing the foreground histograms of different images to be similar, i.e., histogram matching [22] , we propose a perceptual contrastive loss that enhances the foreground appearance similarity between images while enforcing the figure-ground dissimilarity within each image. As shown in Figure 2 , our model carries out joint learning to address both tasks simultaneously, producing more accurate and consistent semantic matching and object co-segmentation results.
Our contributions. First, we present a weakly-supervised and end-to-end trainable algorithm for joint semantic matching and object co-segmentation. Second, we propose a crossnetwork consistency loss that enforces consistency between the estimated correspondence fields and the predicted object masks, resulting in significant performance improvement for both tasks. Third, motivated by the histogram matching idea, we propose a perceptual contrastive loss that allows the model to segment the co-occurrent objects from an image collection. Fourth, we conduct extensive experiments on four benchmark datasets including the TSS [6] , Internet [23] , PF-PASCAL [7] , and PF-WILLOW [7] . Extensive evaluations with existing semantic matching and object co-segmentation methods demonstrate that the proposed algorithm achieves the state-of-the-art performance on both tasks.
RELATED WORK
Semantic matching and object co-segmentation have been extensively studied in the literature. In this section, we review several topics relevant to our approach. Semantic matching. Semantic matching algorithms can be grouped into two categories depending on the adopted feature descriptors: (1) hand-crafted descriptor based methods [1] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] and (2) trainable descriptor based methods [13] , [14] , [15] , [18] , [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] , [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] , [43] , [44] , [45] , [46] . Hand-crafted descriptor based methods often leverage SIFT [47] or HOG [48] features along with geometric matching models to solve correspondence matching by energy minimization. However, hand-crafted descriptors are pre-defined and cannot adapt to various tasks. Trainable descriptor based methods either use pre-trained [31] or trainable CNN features for semantic matching [13] , [14] , [15] , [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] , [42] , [45] , [46] . While these methods demonstrate significantly performance gain over those using hand-crafted features, they require manual correspondence annotations for training [13] , [14] , [31] , [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] , [45] , [46] or need to be learned in a self-supervised fashion [15] , [42] , [44] .
Recently, several weakly supervised approaches [18] , [29] , [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [43] have been proposed to relax the dependence on keypoint-based supervision. The AnchorNet [29] learns a set of filters with geometrically consistent responses across different object instances to establish interimage correspondences. The AnchorNet model, however, is not end-to-end trainable due to the use of the handengineered alignment model. The WarpNet [41] considers fine-grained image matching with small-scale and pose variations via aligning objects across images through known deformation. However, the application domain is relatively ideal since the objects are located in the image centers with limited translations, scale variations, and background clutters. Gaur et al. [43] propose an optimization algorithm that learns a latent space to cluster semantically related object parts. While this method provides geometric invariance to some degree, their approach cannot handle affine transformations across images which frequently occur in the context of semantic matching. To address this issue, several methods are proposed. Rocco et al. [18] present a weakly supervised semantic matching network using a differentiable soft inlier scoring module. The PARN [38] estimates locallyvarying affine transformation fields across semantically similar images in a coarse-to-fine manner. Motivated by the procedure of non-rigid image registration between an image pair, the RTNs [40] use recurrent networks to progressively compute dense correspondences between two images. In addition to estimating geometric transformations between an image pair [18] , [38] , [40] , another line of research focuses on establishing dense per-pixel correspondences without using any geometric models [39] . Rocco Addressing semantic matching (left) or object co-segmentation (right) in isolation often suffers from the effect of background clutters (for semantic matching) or only focuses on segmenting the discriminative parts (for object co-segmentation). In this work, we exploit the property that the predicted object masks allow the model to suppress the negative impact due to background clutters while the estimated dense correspondence fields provide supervision for object co-segmentation. We couple the learning of both tasks through a cross-network consistency loss and show that joint learning improves the performance of both tasks.
correspondences by analyzing the neighborhood pattern in the 4D space using 4D convolutional layers. Similar to these methods [18] , [29] , [38] , [39] , [40] , our model also does not require ground-truth correspondences from training images. Our method differs from these methods in two aspects. First, our method explicitly models foreground masks from object co-segmentation, and thereby effectively reduces the negative impacts of background clutters on semantic matching. Second, we enforce the cycle consistency constraints on the predicted geometric transformations through two losses, resulting in more accurate and consistent matching results.
Object co-segmentation. Object co-segmentation algorithms can be categorized into two groups: (1) graph-based [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] and (2) clustering-based [49] , [50] , [51] approaches. Graph-based methods first construct a graph to encode the relationships between object instances from different images and formulate object co-segmentation as a labeling problem. Clustering-based methods, on the other hand, assume that common objects share similar appearances and achieve co-segmentation by finding tight clusters. Existing methods in both groups use hand-crafted features such as SIFT [47] , HOG [48] , or texton [52] for describing a set of object candidates extracted from super-pixels or region-based proposals. Recently, learning based methods [16] , [17] , [21] , [53] have been developed for object co-segmentation. While significant improvement has been shown, these methods [16] , [17] , [53] require costly foreground masks for training and are not applicable to unseen object categories. To alleviate this issue, Hsu et al. [21] leverage unsupervised object proposals algorithms to produce a saliency map as pseudo groundtruth for each image. However, the pseudo ground truth is generated independently for each image and may not accurately highlight the co-occurrent objects in an image collection. Similar to the scheme by Hsu et al. [21] , our method does not require manually labeled object masks and can segment objects of unseen categories. Our algorithm differs from them [21] in three aspects. First, our method does not need pseudo ground-truth for each image as supervision to guide the network training. Second, the estimated geometric transformations from semantic matching provide supervision for object co-segmentation by enforcing the predicted object masks from the given image pair to be geometrically consistent. Third, our model further takes into account the correlation map, i.e., cross-image information, when performing object co-segmentation.
Joint semantic matching and object co-segmentation. Several methods explore joint semantic correspondence and object co-segmentation. Rubinstein et al. [23] carry out object co-segmentation by exploiting the dense correspondence fields derived by the SIFT flow [1] . Taniai et al. [6] develop a hierarchical Markov random field (MRF) model for joint dense matching and object co-segmentation. However, these methods employ hand-crafted descriptors. Motivated by these methods [6] , [23] , our approach leverages the complementary nature of the two tasks and develop cross-network loss functions that couple the two networks during optimization for improving the performance of the individual tasks. After optimization, the learned semantic matching and the object co-segmentation models can be applied jointly or independently.
Meta-supervision via coupled network training. Enforcing consistency across different network outputs has been used in several vision applications including image translations [54] , [55] , [56] , depth and ego-motion [57] , depth and optical flow [58] , and shape reconstruction [59] . In this work, we design a cross-network objective function to make the semantic matching and object co-segmentation networks complementary to each other, and demonstrate that coupled training of the two heterogeneous networks leads to significant performance improvement on both tasks.
Cycle consistency. Cycle consistency constraints have been used to regularize network training for numerous vision tasks. In image-to-image translation, enforcing cycle consistency allows the model to learn the mappings between domains without paired data [55] , [56] , [60] . In unsupervised domain adaptation, exploiting cross-domain invariance in the label space results in more consistent task predictions for unlabeled images of different domains [61] . In motion analysis, enforcing forward-backward consistency constraints has been shown effective for detecting occlusion while learning optical flow [58] , [62] or enforcing temporal consistency in videos [63] . Similar to these methods, the idea of cycle consistency is also extensively applied to semantic matching. The FlowWeb [64] enforces cycle consistency constraints to establish globally-consistent dense correspondences. Zhou et al. [65] address multi-image matching by jointly learning feature matching and enforcing cycle consistency. However, these methods [64] , [65] adopt handcrafted descriptors, which may not adapt to unseen object category given for matching. While trainable descriptor based methods [66] are proposed to alleviate this limitation, this method [66] utilizes an additional 3D CAD model to form a cross-instance loop between synthetic and real images for establishing dense correspondences. Namely, this method [66] requires four images for computing the cycle consistency loss. In contrast, our method does not need any additional data to guide network training. Experimental results show that with the two developed cycle consistency losses, our model produces consistent matching results, resulting in significant performance gain.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, we first provide an overview of the proposed approach. We then describe the objective functions for joint semantic matching and object co-segmentation followed by the implementation details.
Algorithmic overview
Given a set of
containing objects of a specific category, our goal is to learn a model that can determine the geometric correspondences between the input image pairs while segmenting the common objects in I without knowing the object class a priori. Our formulation for joint semantic matching and object co-segmentation is weaklysupervised since it requires only weak image-level supervision in the form of training image pairs containing objects of one particular class. No ground-truth keypoint correspondences and object masks are used in the training stage. Figure 3 , our model is composed of four CNN sub-networks: an encoder E, a transformation predictor G, a decoder D, and an ImageNet-pretrained ResNet-50 feature extractor F. Given an input image pair, we first use the encoder E to encode the content of each image. We then apply a correlation layer for computing matching scores for every pair of features from two images. The correlation layer has been extensively applied in the other context, including optical flow [67] , stereo [68] , [69] video object segmentation [70] , [71] . Here, taking two tensors of matching scores as inputs, we apply a transformation predictor G to estimate the geometric transformation that aligns the two images. To generate object masks, we use the fully convolutional network decoder D for object co-segmentation. To capture the co-occurrence information, we concatenate the encoded image features with the correlation maps. Our decoder then takes the concatenated features as inputs to generate object segmentation masks. The use of both feature maps and correlation maps for object co-segmentation has been proposed in [17] . However, the method in [17] requires manually annotated object masks for training. To enable the decoder to segment the co-occurrent objects from the given image pair without supervision from ground truth object masks, we leverage the perceptual contrastive loss L contrast using the ImageNet-pretrained ResNet-50 feature extractor F to enforce the appearance similarity between the segmented foreground across images and the dissimilarity between the masked foreground and background within each image.
Network. As shown in
Training losses. Our training objective consists of five loss functions. First, the foreground-guided matching loss L matching minimizes the distance between corresponding features based on the estimated geometric transformation. Unlike existing feature learning methods for semantic matching [14] , [15] , [18] , our model explicitly takes the predicted object masks into account to suppress the negative impacts caused by background clutters. Second, the cross-network consistency loss L task−consis penalizes the inconsistency of the predicted object masks of an input image pair and the estimated geometric transformation between that pair. Such a cross-network loss couples the networks during training and provides supervisory signals for both semantic matching and object co-segmentation. Third, the perceptual contrastive loss L contrast guides the decoder D to produce object cosegments with higher inter-image foreground similarity and large intra-image figure-ground separation. Fourth, both the forward-backward consistency loss L cycle−consis and transitivity consistency loss L trans−consis (applied to three input images at a time) regularize the network training by enforcing the predicted geometric transformations to be consistent across multiple images. Specifically, the training objective L is defined by
where λ cycle , λ trans , λ contrast , and λ task are the hyperparameters used to control the relative importance of the respective loss terms.
Semantic matching
Foreground-guided matching loss L matching . Given an image pair (I A , I B ), the encoder E represents the images with the feature maps f A ∈ R h A ×w A ×d and f B ∈ R h B ×w B ×d , where d is the number of channels. We apply a correlation layer to f A and f B , and obtain the correlation map S AB ∈ R h A ×w A ×h B ×w B , where the element S AB (i, j, s, t) = S AB (p, q) records the normalized inner product between the feature vectors extracted at two locations p = [i, j] in f A and q = [s, t] in f B . The correlation map S AB can be reshaped to a three-dimensional tensor with dimensions h A , w A , and (h B × w B ), i.e., S AB ∈ R h A ×w A ×(h B ×w B ) . As With the geometric transformation T AB , we can identify and remove geometrically inconsistent correspondences. Consider a correspondence with the endpoints (p ∈ P A , q ∈ P B ), where P A and P B are the domains of all spatial coordinates of f A and f B , respectively. We refer the distance T AB (p) − q as the projection error of this correspondence with respect to transformation T AB . Following Rocco et al. [18] , we introduce a correspondence mask
to determine if the correspondences are geometrically consistent with transformation T AB . Specifically, m A is of the form
where ϕ is a predefined threshold. In (2), a correspondence is considered geometrically consistent with transformation T AB if its projection error is not larger than the threshold ϕ. Empirically, we set the threshold ϕ to 1 in all experiments. For the correspondence with the endpoints (p ∈ P A , q ∈ P B ), the correlation map S AB (p, q) and the correspondence mask m A (p, q) capture its appearance and geometric consensus, respectively. When focusing on point p ∈ P A , we compute the matching score of location p by
Semantic matching often suffers from false positives caused by background clutters and false negatives caused by large intra-class variations. In this work, we exploit object co-segmentation, where object-level similarity complements patch-level similarity in semantic matching, to address the aforementioned issues. Specifically, we consider the object mask M A estimated by the decoder D for object co-segmentation, and resize it to resolution h A × w A for guiding the matching loss L matching . Our foreground-guided matching loss is formulated as
where s B and M B are similarly defined as s A and M A , respectively. The negative sign in (4) indicates that maximizing the matching score is equivalent to minimizing the foreground-guided matching loss L matching . The loss L matching encourages the transformation predictor G to generate transformations T AB and T BA with which the corresponding foreground features across the two images are as similar as possible.
Cycle consistency. For an image pair I A and I B , the transformation predictor G estimates a geometric transformation T AB which can warp I A toĨ A such thatĨ A aligns I B well. However, the large capacity of the transformation predictor G often leads to situations where various transformations can warp I A toĨ A such thatĨ A aligns I B well. Namely, multiple points on I A can match well a single point on I B . These cases implies that using the foreground-guided matching loss L matching alone is insufficient to reliably train the transformation predictor G under the weakly supervised setting since no ground-truth correspondences are available to guide the search of the correct geometric transformations. To address this issue, we simultaneously estimate bi-directional geometric transformations T AB and T BA and explicitly enforce the predicted transformations to be geometrically plausible and consistent across multiple images. As such, exploiting the cycle consistency constraint greatly reduces the feasible space of transformations and can serve as a regularization term in training the transformation predictor G, avoiding the degenerate solutions. We develop the following two loss functions to exploit such geometric consistency constraints.
1) Forward-backward consistency loss L cycle−consis . Consider the correlation maps S AB and S BA generated from images I A and I B , our transformation predictor G predicts two transformations: 1) T AB : mapping points from image I A to I B and 2) T BA : mapping points from image I B to I A . The forward-backward consistency enforces the property T BA (T AB (p)) ≈ p for any p ∈ P A . Similarly, the consistency can also be applied in the reverse direction by enforcing T AB (T BA (q)) ≈ q for any q ∈ P B . We introduce the forward-backward consistency loss L cycle−consis as L cycle−consis (I A , I B ; E, G)
where P A is the number of pixel coordinates in P A , T BA (T AB (p)) − p is the re-projection error between coordinate p and the re-projected coordinate T BA (T AB (p)).
2) Transitivity consistency loss L trans−consis . The idea of forward-backward consistency between an image pair can be extended to the transitivity consistency across multiple images, e.g., three images. Considering the case of three images I A , I B , and I C , we first estimate three geometric transformations T AB , T BC , and T CA . Transitivity consistency in this case states that for any coordinate p ∈ P A , the property T CA (T BC (T AB (p))) ≈ p holds. Thus, we introduce the transitivity consistency loss L trans−consis as L trans−consis (I A , I B , I C ; E, G)
Avoiding degenerate solutions. We note that degenerate solutions may exist for the optimization problem based on the foreground-guided matching loss and cycle-consistent losses. That is, the correspondence masks m A and m B are made zero everywhere and the transformation predictor G always predicts identity transformation. To address this issue, we use the transformation predictor G [15] pre-trained on a large-scale synthetic dataset. The pre-trained model provides good initialization, thus alleviating the issue of rendering degenerate solutions.
Object co-segmentation
To segment the common objects in a pair of images (I A , I B ) and enhance the performance based on semantic matching, our network estimates object co-segmentation masks by minimizing the perceptual contrastive loss L contrast and the cross-network consistency loss L task−consis .
Perceptual contrastive loss L contrast . Given an image pair (I A , I B ), the respective feature maps f A and f B , and the reshaped correlation maps S AB and S BA , to capture the inter-image co-occurrence information, we first generate the concatenated feature representations C A ∈ R h A ×w A ×(h B ×w B +d) by concatenating f A with S AB for I A , and C B ∈ R h B ×w B ×(h A ×w A +d) by concatenating f B with S BA for I B . As shown in Figure 3 , the decoder G takes the concatenated feature maps C A and C B as inputs and produces object masks M A ∈ R H A ×W A and M B ∈ R H B ×W B for input images I A and I B , respectively. To facilitate the decoder segmenting the co-occurrent objects, we introduce the perceptual contrastive loss L contrast that enhances the quality of the object co-segmentation masks produced by the decoder D based on two criteria: (1) high foreground object similarity across the images [22] and (2) 
where ⊗ denotes the pixel-wise multiplication between the two operands. We then apply an ImageNet-pretrained ResNet-50 [72] 
where the two aforementioned criteria are respectively imposed on d
In (10), the constant c is set to be 2, 048 which is the dimension of the semantic features produced by F [72] and the margin m is set to be 2 is the cutoff threshold. As shown in Figure 4 , minimizing the perceptual contrastive loss L contrast in (8) entails minimizing the interimage foreground object distinctness in (9) while maximizing the intra-image foreground-background discrepancy in (10). We note that minimizing d + AB in (9) is equivalent to trainable matching foreground histograms [22] between a pair of images. To prevent the perceptual contrastive loss L contrast from being dominated by minimizing (10) (i.e., maximizing the figure-ground dissimilarity within each image) since the object image I Cross-network consistency loss L task−consis . Using the perceptual contrastive loss L contrast alone for object cosegmentation may generate object masks that highlight only the discriminative parts rather than the entire objects. As shown in the right example of separate learning for object co-segmentation in Figure 2 , the windows of the top bus are not correctly segmented. Without manually annotated object masks for guiding the training process of the decoder, the dense correspondence fields estimated from semantic matching can provide supervision to address this issue. Our key insight is that the predicted object masks M A and M B should be geometrically consistent with the learned geometric transformations T AB and T BA . We thus propose a cross-network consistency loss L task−consis that bridges the outputs of the semantic matching network and the object co-segmentation network. This loss enforces the consistency between the learned geometric transformations T AB and T BA and the predicted object masks M A and M B . To this end, we use T AB to warp M A and encourage that the warped maskM A and M B highly overlap. We compute the symmetric binary cross-entropy loss and define the crossnetwork consistency loss as
where L bce (M A , M B ) computes the binary cross-entropy loss betweenM A and M B , and is defined by
The cross-network consistency loss L task−consis provides supervisory signals for both tasks without the need of ground-truth keypoint correspondences and object masks.
While the model consists of four individual CNN subnetworks, our method end-to-end and jointly optimizes the training objective in (1) using weak supervision. The networks for the two tasks are coupled during training but can be applied independently for each task during inference.
Implementation details
We implement our model using PyTorch. We adopt the ResNet-101 [72] as the encoder E and use the feature activations from the conv4-23layer as our feature map. Similar to [15] , our transformation predictor G is a cascade of two modules predicting an affine transformation and a thin plate spline (TPS) transformation, respectively. We initialize the encoder E and the transformation predictor G from those in [73] . We construct the decoder D with a siamese structure using four blocks, each of which contains one deconvolutional layer and two convolutional layers. The decoder D is randomly initialized. We add skip connections between each block of the encoder E and the decoder D. Our network F is an ImageNet-pretrained ResNet-50 [72] and remains fixed during training. All images are resized to the resolution of 240 × 240 in advance. We perform data augmentation by horizontal flipping, random cropping the input images, and swapping the order of images in the image pair. We train our model using the ADAM optimizer [74] with an initial learning rate of 5×10 −8 . For transitivity consistency loss, the input triplets are randomly selected within a minibatch. We sample 10 × 10 = 100 spatial coordinates for computing the forward-backward consistency loss and the transitivity consistency loss.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we first describe the experimental settings, and then present the quantitative and qualitative evaluation with comparisons to the state-of-the-art methods on four benchmark datasets for semantic matching and object cosegmentation. The source code, the pre-trained models, and additional results are available at https://yunchunchen. github.io/MaCoSNet/.
Evaluation metrics and datasets
Here we describe the evaluation metrics for semantic matching and object co-segmentation as well as the four datasets.
Evaluation metrics. We evaluate our proposed method on both semantic matching and object co-segmentation tasks. To measure the performance of semantic matching, we use the commonly used percentage of correct keypoints (PCK) metric [75] which calculates the percentage of keypoints whose reprojection errors are less than a given threshold. The reprojection error is the Euclidean distance d(T AB (p), p * ) between the locations of the warped keypoint T AB (p) and the ground-truth keypoint p * . The threshold is defined by α · max(H, W ) where H and W are the height and width of the annotated object bounding box on the image, respectively. We report the performance under different values of α.
For object co-segmentation, we adopt the precision P and the Jaccard index J . The precision P measures the percentage of correctly classified pixels. The Jaccard index J is the ratio of the intersection area of the predicted foreground objects and the ground truth to their union area. Since background pixels are taken into account in the precision metric, this measure may not precisely reflect the quality of object cosegmentation results. In contrast, the Jaccard index J is considered more reliable since it focuses on foreground objects.
Datasets.
We conduct the experiments on four public benchmarks, including the TSS [6] , Internet [23] , PF-PASCAL [7] , and PF-WILLOW [7] datasets. We use the TSS dataset [6] for evaluating joint semantic matching and object cosegmentation as the TSS dataset contains the ground-truth annotations for both tasks. For object co-segmentation, we use a more challenging Internet dataset [23] . For semantic matching, we use the PF-PASCAL [7] and PF-WILLOW [7] datasets. The details of these datasets can be found the project website of this work.
Joint matching and co-segmentation
Results on the TSS dataset. Table 1 shows the quantitative results of semantic matching on the TSS [6] dataset. In this experiment, we set the hyper-parameters as follows: λ cycle−consis = 5, λ trans−consis = 5, λ contrast = 10, and λ task−consis = 10. Overall, the proposed method achieves the state-of-the-art performance on all three categories. Although our method performs slightly worse than the OHG [30] on the PASCAL category, the OHG method uses additional images from the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset. In the bottom block of Table 1 , we follow the PARN [38] and RTNs [40] , and resize all images to the larger dimension to 100 (i.e., resizing max(H, W ) to 100). The proposed method also performs favorably against all competing methods. Table 2 shows the quantitative results of object cosegmentation on the TSS [6] dataset. The proposed method achieves a precision of 94.7% and a Jaccard index of 84%, and performs favorably against the state-of-the-art methods by a large margin 4.9% in precision and 12% in Jaccard index against the best competitor [10] . We attribute the significant performance gains to two factors. First, unlike most existing methods, our proposed approach tackles object co-segmentation with an end-to-end trainable model. Second, integrating semantic matching further improves co-segmentation. Figure 5 presents visual comparisons of object co-segmentation with existing methods. The proposed method generates more accurate co-segmentation results, particularly when images contain drastic background clutters and large intra-class appearance variations.
Effect of joint learning. We conduct an ablation study on joint learning of matching and co-segmentation. We investigate two variants: 1) Ours w/o co-seg: disabling the object co-segmentation network stream (falling back to our preliminary results WeakMatchNet [73] ) and 2) Ours w/o matching: disabling the semantic matching stream. Table 1  and Table 2 show the quantitative results of these two variant methods. For semantic matching, our model suffers a perform loss of 1.8% in average PCK at α = 0.05. For object co-segmentation, our results show a drop of 4.8% in precision and a 11% drop in Jaccard index. The proposed coupled training approach significantly improves the performance for both tasks. In particular, the improvement over Ours w/o co-seg [73] indicates the benefits of explicit object mask estimation using object co-segmentation. Figure 6 shows four examples of the qualitative object co-segmentation results. The co-segmentation model (Ours w/o matching) may focus only the most discriminative parts as reflected by the motorbike example (the model focuses on segmenting the wheels of the motorbike). Many false positives and false negatives are generated due to drastic appearance variations. With the guidance of geometric transformations inferred from semantic matching, our joint training model significantly alleviates these unfavorable false positives and false negatives, resulting in more accurate and consistent object co-segmentation results. Table 3 reports the quantitative results on the challenging Internet dataset [23] . In this experiment, we set the hyperparameters as follows: λ cycle−consis = 5, λ trans−consis = 5, λ contrast = 20, and λ task−consis = 10. Our results show that our method compares favorably against existing weaklysupervised methods and achieves competitive performance when compared with a strongly supervised approach [17] . The performance gain over the best competitor under the same experimental setting [21] is 2.6% in precision and 2% The advantage of joint semantic matching and object co-segmentation. We present four examples from the TSS dataset [6] . Integrating semantic matching with object co-segmentation helps improve the quality of co-segmentation. in Jaccard index. Our results demonstrate that our method is capable of adapting itself well to unseen object categories by training with weak image-level supervision provided by the dataset. Figure 7 presents the visual comparisons of object cosegmentation with existing methods. From the visual results, we observe that our method is more robust to intra-class appearance variations and viewpoint changes, and produces more accurate and consistent co-segmentation results when comparing with existing methods.
Object co-segmentation

Semantic matching
To evaluate the proposed method on semantic matching, we conduct experiments on the PF-PASCAL [7] and PF-WILLOW [7] datasets. We set the hyper-parameters as follows: λ cycle−consis = 20, λ trans−consis = 10, λ contrast = 2.5, and λ task−consis = 2.5.
Results on the PF-PASCAL dataset. Table 4 shows the quantitative results of semantic matching on the PF-PASCAL [7] dataset. The proposed approach performs favorably against the state-of-the-art methods, achieving an overall PCK of 79.0%. The advantage of integrating object co-segmentation over performing foreground detection on the feature maps can be assessed by comparing the proposed method with the WeakMatchNet [73] . The proposed method improves the performance by 1.0% in terms of PCK evaluated at α = 0.1. The top row of Figure 8 shows semantic matching results of evaluated methods. Estimating geometric transformations leads to more geometrically consistent matching results than approaches that establishes correspondences without using any geometric transformation models (i.e., NC-Net [39] ). The advantage of incorporating object co-segmentation can be observed in the fourth example of Figure 8 by comparing between our approach and [73] . Our method generates more accurate matching results.
Results on the PF-WILLOW dataset. To evaluate the generalization capability of the proposed method, we evaluate the proposed model trained on the PF-PASCAL dataset [7] to the PF-WILLOW dataset [7] without fine-tuning. Table 5 shows the quantitative results of semantic matching on the PF-WILLOW [7] dataset. Our method performs favorably against existing methods on all three evaluated PCK thresholds. The performance gain over the second best method [39] is We present the qualitative comparisons of semantic matching with the state-of-the-art algorithms on the PF-PASCAL [7] , [24] (top row) and PF-WILLOW [7] , [24] (bottom row) datasets. 
Ablation study
Removing one loss at a time. To analyze the importance of each adopted loss function, we conduct an ablation study by turning off one of the loss terms at a time. For object co-segmentation, we carry out experiments on the Internet dataset [23] . Table 6 shows the experimental results. For semantic matching, we train our model on the PF-PASCAL dataset [7] and turn off a loss function at a time. We report the performance of semantic matching on the PF-WILLOW dataset [7] recorded at three different PCK thresholds, i.e., α ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.15}. This ablation study shows the effect of each loss function with respect to the generalization capability. Table 8 reports the experimental results. For semantic matching, without the foreground-guided matching loss L matching , there is no explicit supervision to maximize the similarity between the corresponding features of an image pair. Thus, our model suffers from a significant performance drop by 4.4% at α = 0.05. For object cosegmentation, while the performance drops are moderate when the foreground-guided matching loss L matching is turned off, the results indicate that having better ability in predicting geometric transformations can further improves object co-segmentation.
Without the forward-backward consistency loss L cycle−consis , our model only enforces the consistency across multiple images through the transitivity consistency loss L trans−consis . Experimental results show that the performance drops by 0.9% at α = 0.05 for semantic matching, and 0.7% in precision and 1% in Jaccard index for object co-segmentation.
Without the transitivity consistency loss L trans−consis , (a) Semantic matching (PCK) (b) Object co-segmentation (P) (c) Object co-segmentation (J ) Fig. 9 : Sensitivity analysis of hyper-parameters. The performance of our approach remains stable when the weights for the five loss terms are within a reasonable range.
our model only enforces the consistency on the estimated geometric transformations between an image pair (i.e., the forward-backward consistency loss L cycle−consis is still in effect). Experimental results show that the performance drops by 0.6% at α = 0.05 for semantic matching, and 0.5% in precision and 1% in Jaccard index. Without the perceptual contrastive loss L contrast , there is no other loss to explicitly guide the object co-segmentation network stream to predict object masks. For object cosegmentation, significant performance drops of 51% in precision and 32% in Jaccard index occur since our model no longer segments the co-occurrent objects in an image collection even though the cross-network consistency loss L task−consis facilitates supervision (i.e., dense correspondence field) for the output of the decoder D. For semantic matching, since our model does not learn to perform object co-segmentation, our model suffers from the negative impact caused by background clutters, resulting in a 3.6% performance drop at α = 0.05.
When the cross-network consistency loss L task−consis is turned off, the is no explicit supervision to enforce the predicted object masks to be geometrically consistent across images. For object co-segmentation, the model thus tends to segment only the discriminative parts of the objects as reflected in Figure 6 , resulting in performance drops of 2.3% in precision and 2% in Jaccard index. For semantic matching, since the predicted object masks may not precisely highlight the entire objects, our model may not effectively suppress the impact caused by background clutters when incorporating such object masks. A 2.4% performance drop by our method when α is set to 0.05.
The ablation study for object co-segmentation demonstrates that the proposed cross-network consistency loss L task−consis and the perceptual contrastive loss L contrast are crucial to achieving high performance. On the other hand, the foreground-guided matching loss L matching , forwardbackward consistency loss L cycle−consis , and transitivity consistency loss L trans−consis facilitate object co-segmentation. For semantic matching, the foreground-guided matching loss L matching and perceptual contrastive loss L contrast are important to our proposed method. On the other hand, the cross-network consistency loss L task−consis , forwardbackward consistency loss L cycle−consis , and transitivity consistency loss L trans−consis are helpful for enhancing the generalization ability in semantic matching.
Effect of cutoff threshold m.
To analyze the sensitivity of our model against the cutoff threshold m in (8), we conduct sensitivity analysis on the TSS dataset [6] by varying the value of the cutoff threshold m. Table 7 shows the experimental results. When the cutoff threshold m is set to 0, i.e., d − AB = 0 in (10), the model enforces only the inter-image foreground similarity in (9) . Without enforcing intra-image figure-ground dissimilarity in (10), the model may not produce clean foreground-background separation. We observe the performance of the proposed model drops by 10.5% in precision P and 15% in Jaccard index J . When increasing the cutoff threshold m to 2, the results in both precision P and Jaccard index J are significantly improved. When further increasing the cutoff threshold m from 2 to 5 or 10, minimizing the perceptual contrastive loss L contrast is dominated by maximizing the foreground-background distinctness. The performance of our model drops instead. Introducing the cutoff threshold m can considerably enhance the perceptual contrastive loss L contrast by setting the cutoff threshold m to an appropriate value. Sensitivity analysis. We analyze the performance of the proposed model by varying the value of each hyper-parameter on the PF-PASCAL [7] validation set for semantic matching, and on the TSS validation set for object co-segmentation. Figure 9 presents the experimental results on sensitivity analysis. For semantic matching, we report the results at PCK threshold α = 0.1. When each of the hyper-parameter is set to 0 (i.e., the corresponding loss function is turned off), our model suffers from performance drops. When the individual hyper-parameters are set within a reasonable range, the performance is improved significantly. These results show that each loss function contributes to our method. However, when the hyper-parameter is set to a large value, e.g., 1, 000, the corresponding loss term dominates the full training objective in (1), leading to significant performance drop. Similar conclusions can be drawn on the object cosegmentation task.
Run-time analysis
Given 800 images of the TSS dataset for joint semantic matching and object co-segmentation, it takes 280 minutes on a machine with an Intel i7 3.4 GHz processor and a single NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 graphics card with 11GB memory. The average run-time for processing each image in the set is 21 seconds.
We propose a weakly-supervised and end-to-end trainable network for joint semantic matching and object co-segmentation. The core technical novelty lies in the coupled training of both tasks. We introduce a cross-network consistency loss to encourage the two-stream network to produce a consistent explanation of the given image pair. The network training requires only weak image-level supervision, making the proposed method scalable to real-world applications. Through joint optimization, semantic matching is improved owing to the object masks revealed by object co-segmentation, while object co-segmentation is enhanced by referring to cross-image geometric transformations estimated during semantic matching. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach achieves the state-of-the-art performance for semantic matching and object co-segmentation.
